Rib Rock™ Landscape Block can easily construct walls from 6 feet to 20 feet high with additional site-specific engineering. Their size speeds up construction allowing for more square footage to be placed at one time, and their interlocking design allows for easy installation and enhanced security. Manufactured to hold back a lot of earth, Rib Rock units are the perfect solution for demanding projects that require lasting strength and enhanced durability.

Available in Gray as a Standard Color • Custom staining may be done onsite by installer.
The color photos shown were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.